Rationale Degradation of frontocerebellar circuitry is a principal neural mechanism of alcoholism-related executive dysfunctions affecting impulse control and cognitive planning. Objective We tested the hypothesis that alcoholic patients would demonstrate compromised dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC) -cerebellar functional connectivity when adjusting their strategies to accommodate uncertain conditions and would recruit compensatory brain regions to overcome ineffective response patterns. Methods Twenty-six alcoholics and 26 healthy participants underwent functional MRI in two sequential runs while performing a decision-making task. The first run required a response regardless of level of ambiguity of the stimuli; the second run allowed a PASS option (i.e., no response choice), which was useful on ambiguous trials.
Introduction
Alcoholism affects selective brain structures, their related circuitry, and the selective cognitive functions they subserve (Sullivan et al. 2010; Oscar-Berman and Marinković 2007; Makris et al. 2008) . Although the structural changes to the brain and function that occur as consequences of chronic alcohol consumption might be subthreshold for a diagnosable neurological disorder (Pitel et al. 2011) , uncomplicated alcoholics demonstrate executive dysfunctions, such as impaired cognitive flexibility in adapting and switching their behavioral strategies to address specific contextual demands (Cunha et al. 2010 ). Adaptive goal-directed behavior requires a cognitive control system, which monitors performance and compares its outcomes with current goals (Ridderinkhof et al. 2004 ). The cognitive control system organizes processes such as focusing and shifting attention, inhibiting inappropriate behavioral responses, and optimizing one's behavior in response to environmental feedback (Harding et al. 2012) . Chronic, excessive alcohol consumption affects these cognitive control processes, especially during reward-seeking behavior, which is linked to trait disinhibition (Bogg et al. 2012; Schulte et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2007 ).
The dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC) is a key brain region enabling cognitive control of adaptive goal-directed behavior (Oscar-Berman and Marinković 2007) . The dACC is proposed to be involved in monitoring the context and detecting conflict between competing responses, which leads to signaling executive cognitive control to adjust behaviors and guide performance (Walton et al. 2004) . Convergent evidence suggests that the dACC plays a key role in shaping behavioral choices through its functional connectivity with other brain regions (Venkatraman et al. 2009 ). Previously, we reported that the functional connectivity patterns of the dACC could predict the individual's behavioral strategy. The dACC-insula circuit was associated with the adoption of an ambiguity-aversive behavioral strategy, whereas the dACCcerebellar circuit was recruited as a common neural mechanism in both the subjects who exhibited the ambiguityapproach strategy and those with the ambiguous-aversive strategy (Jung et al. 2014) .
In the present study, we focused on the dACC-cerebellar circuit and tested the hypothesis that chronic, excessive alcohol consumption compromises frontocerebellar circuitry, resulting in impaired ability to plan and execute a successful behavioral strategy (Sullivan and Pfefferbaum 2005) . Classically, prefrontal damage has been considered to account for the permanent and transient cognitive deficits in chronic alcoholism (Moselhy et al. 2001) . It is now recognized, however, that in addition to damage to the frontal lobes themselves, degradation of frontocerebellar circuitry is a principal neural mechanism of alcoholism-related executive dysfunctions affecting impulse control, cognitive planning and attentional set shifting (Chanraud et al. 2013; Sullivan 2003) . Cerebellar projections to the frontal lobes that modulate motor and cognitive functions are compromised in alcohol use disorders. Indeed alterations in the cerebellum can be better predictors of alcoholism-related neuropsychological deficits than those in prefrontal regions .
Functional connectivity based on synchronized activity fluctuations of the functional MRI (fMRI) blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) response has provided a powerful method for mapping frontocerebellar circuits (Krienen and Buckner 2009 ). Here, we examined the functional connectivity of dACC-cerebellar circuitry in recovering alcoholic patients. Two groups of frontocerebellar circuits are especially relevant in alcoholism (Chanraud et al. 2013) : (1) the motor loop linking the motor cortex and the anterior regions of the cerebellum, including lobule V-VI/VIIIB; (2) the cognitive loop connecting the prefrontal cortex and the posterior regions of the cerebellum, including crus I/II. Although the structural and functional frontocerebellar circuits are distinct (Habas et al. 2009) , there is potential for recruitment of intact, neighboring circuitry to compensate for executive impairment. Recovering alcoholics were observed to recruit frontocerebellar circuits parallel to those used by healthy controls to compensate for the compromised cognitive loop (Chanraud et al. 2013) . We hypothesized that (1) alcoholic patients would demonstrate compromised dACC-cerebellar functional connectivity when adjusting their strategy to accommodate uncertain conditions and (2) alcoholic patients would recruit compensatory brain regions that would contribute to their altered response patterns and behavioral strategy.
Methods

Participants
Two groups included 26 alcoholic subjects and 26 agematched healthy controls (Table 1 ). All were recruited from the local community through flyers, announcements, or word of mouth and provided written informed consent to participate in this study, which was approved by the Institutional Review Boards of Stanford University School of Medicine and SRI International. All participants were administered the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV-TR (First et al. 1997 ) by a clinical research psychologist or research nurse. Exclusion factors were DSM-IV criteria for other axis I diagnoses or non-alcohol substance abuse. In the alcoholic group, 25 participants met DSM-IV criteria for alcohol dependence and one participant met the criteria for alcohol abuse. Of those meeting dependence criteria, 24 were in early remission (met criteria within the past 12 months), whereas one was in sustained remission (>12 months). The median age of alcoholism onset was 25 years (mean=29.1, SD=13.6). In all, 46 % of alcoholic subjects and 0 % of healthy controls met DSM-IV dependence for any type of drug dependence. The most common type of drug dependence was cocaine (endorsed by 31 % of alcoholics); the median number of year since cocaine was last used was 1.3 years (mean=9.5 years, SD=10 years, range=0.5-11.5 years). Other types of drug dependency were amphetamines in 12 % and opiods in 12 % of alcoholics. The median number of years since amphetamines were last used was 6.5 years (mean=6 years, SD= 5.5 years, range=0.5-24.5 years), and for opioids it was 2 years (mean=10 years, SD=14.75 years, range=1.2-27 years). In no case was drug dependence more recent than alcohol dependence. More alcoholic subjects met DSM-IV criteria for nicotine dependence (54 % current smokers, 23 % past smokers) than control did (12 % current smokers, χ 2 (2)= 23.08, P=0.0001).
The alcoholic subjects were abstinent at the time of scanning, showed no withdrawal signs, and had a breathalyzer measurement of 0. The range of duration of abstinence was 30-379 days, except for one person, who reported to have had two drinks of beer 3 days before testing. The participants underwent additional clinical assessments including the Wechsler Test of Adult Reading (Wechsler 2001) to assess verbal intelligence, the Alcohol Use Disorder Identification Test (Saunders et al. 1993) to assess the severity of alcohol dependence symptoms, and a semi-structured interview (Skinner 1982) to quantify lifetime alcohol consumption.
Procedure and stimuli As previously described (Jung et al. 2014) , task stimuli consisted of sets of white solid-colored circles on a black background, emulating scattered coins (Fig. 1a) . Each stimulus was presented for 2,000 ms; the participants were asked to quickly estimate whether the total number of coins was odd or even. The task consisted of two conditions: (1) a certain condition, in which the participants could easily estimate the correct answer and (2) an uncertain condition, in which the coins were overlapped and the borders were blurred, so the participants could only make a guess. Depending on the run instructions, the subject could respond "odd, even or PASS," the latter being neither choice. Each response was immediately followed by feedback, indicating that the response was correct (gain one point) or incorrect (lose one point).
Each participant underwent two sequential runs, which were designed in the same manner with the exception that "NO-PASSrun 1" allowed only two response options (press 1 if odd or press 2 if even), whereas "PASSrun 2" provided three response options (press 1 if odd, press 2 if even, press 3 if pass). If the participant chose pass, the task moved to the next trial without any gain or loss. The participants were informed that the usage of the pass option was dependent on the participant's decision, and no further explicit instructions about how to use the pass option was given. The uncertain trials were a high-risk condition because the percent of correct feedback was fixed at 22.5 %, regardless of the participant's responses. This was determined through a pilot study (Jung et al. 2010 ) to be an optimal percentage, which is low enough to ensure that the participants could suspect that their correct rate was below 50 %, but not so low as to make the participants suspicious that the task was impossible. In this way, the task was designed into two parts: "NO-PASS run 1," in which the participants could assess the risk of the certain and uncertain trails and "PASS run 2" in which the participants could modify their performance whether to persist guessing between odd and even (ambiguity-approach strategy) or to use the pass option (ambiguity-aversive strategy).
Stimuli were presented via E-prime software (Psychology Software Tools, Inc.), and the participants responded through a keypad connected to the laptop running E-prime. Each task run was composed of four certain blocks and four uncertain blocks, which were presented in a pseudo-randomized order. Each block consisted of nine trials. Accuracy and reaction times (RT) were recorded. Prior to the scanning session, the participants repeated a practice run until the accuracy rate exceeded 90 % for certain trials. The practice run was first rehearsed without a pass option and then with a pass option. After the scanning session, impulsivity was measured through the self-report, the Barratt Impulsiveness Scale (BIS), which compromises three subscales: (1) motor impulsiveness, characterized by acting on the spur of the moment and an inconsistent lifestyle, (2) cognitive (attention) impulsiveness, reflecting difficulty in focusing on the task at hand and involving "thought insertions and racing thoughts," and (3) nonplanning impulsiveness, characterized by lack of planning and cognitive complexity (Patton et al. 1995) . These three sub-traits are proposed to be dissociable and related to (Kam et al. 2012 ).
Image acquisition MR imaging was conducted on a GE (General Electric Medical Systems, Signa, Waukesha, WI, USA) 3T whole-body MRI scanner equipped with an eight-channel head coil. Subject motion was minimized by following best practices for head fixation, and structural image series were inspected for residual motion. Whole-brain fMRI data were acquired with a T2*-weighted gradient echo planar pulse sequence (2D axial, TE= 30 ms, TR =2,200 ms, flip angle=90°, field of view=240 mm, matrix=64×64, slice thickness=5 mm, skip=0 mm, 36 slices).
A dual fast-spin-echo anatomical scan (2D axial, TE=17/ 98 ms; TR =5,000 ms, flip angle =90°, field of view= 240 mm, matrix=256×256, slice thickness=5 mm, skip= 0 mm, 36 slices) was acquired together with the fMRI data. A field map was generated from a gradient recalled echo sequence pair (TE=3/5 ms, TR=460 ms, slice thickness=2.5 mm, skip= 0 mm, 36 slices) (Pfeuffer et al. 2002) . High-order shimming was performed before the functional scans (Kim et al. 2002) .
Image pre-processing and fMRI contrast analysis
Spatial preprocessing and statistical analysis of functional images were performed using SPM8 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). Motion artifacts were assessed in individual subjects by visual inspection of realignment parameter estimations to confirm that the maximum head motion in each axis was less than 2 mm, without any abrupt head motion. Functional images were realigned and unwarped (correction for field distortions) using the gradient echo field maps (constructed from the complex difference image between two echoes [3 and 5 ms] of the GREs series). Unwarped functional images were registered to structural images for each subject. The anatomical volume was then segmented into gray matter, white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid. The gray matter image was used for determining the parameters of normalization onto the standard Montreal Neurological Institute gray matter template. The spatial parameters were then applied to the realigned and unwarped functional volumes that were finally resampled to voxels of 2×2×2 mm and smoothed with an 8-mm full-width at half-maximum kernel. Individual statistics were computed using a general linear model approach (Friston et al. 1995) . Statistical preprocessing consisted of high pass filtering at 128 s, low pass filtering through convolution with SPM8 canonical hemodynamic response function and global scaling. A random effect analysis was conducted for group averaging and population interference, where one image per contrast was computed for each subject, and these images were subjected to t-tests, which produced a statistical image for the contrast uncertain>certain in each subject. The contrast uncertain>certain was compared between groups with an uncorrected p-value height threshold of 0.001 and k=20 as extent threshold for the whole brain. The distribution of pass responses in the control group was bimodal and divided the participants into two groups: the ambiguity-approach group and the ambiguity-aversive group. By contrast, the alcoholic group represented a unimodal distribution
Functional connectivity analyses
For functional connectivity analysis, the dACC seed (a 10-mm-radius sphere, centered x=6, y=32, z=40) was derived from the overlap significant cluster of the contrast uncertain>certain during the no-PASS run 1 through conjunction analysis. Seed-to-voxel connectivity was measured by correlating the time course of the BOLD activity of each run. Before averaging individual voxel data, the waveform of each brain voxel was filtered using a bandpass filter (0.0083/s <f<Inf) to reduce the effect of low-frequency drift and high-frequency noise. Signals from the ventricular regions and signal from the white matter were removed from the data through linear regression. Connectivity analysis was conducted with the "conn" toolbox (http://www.nitrc.org/projects/ conn), implemented in the SPM8. The functional connectivity maps of two groups were compared with an uncorrected p-value height threshold of 0.001 and k=20 as extent threshold for the whole brain.
Statistical analysis
To examine brain-behavior relationships, we extracted the Fisher-transformed Z-value measures of functional connectivity between the dACC seed and the target ROIs that were identified clusters through contrast analysis. For betweengroup comparisons, behavioral performance and the functional seed-target connectivity across runs were conducted with repeated measures analyses of variance (ANOVA). Spearman correlation analysis tested relations between functional connectivity, behavioral performance (accuracy rate, number of pass responses), and clinical characteristics (nonplanning impulsiveness, duration of abstinence). Statistical analyses were conducted by using SPSS (Chicago, IL, USA) with p<0.05 (two-tailed).
Results
Use of pass responses
Participants underwent two sequential runs: NO-PASS run1 and PASS run2. The percentage of pass responses was highly variable across subjects (0-100 %). There was no significant difference of mean percentage of pass responses between the two groups (alcoholics = 54.4 ± 27.7 %, controls =53.7 ± 32.0 %; t = 0.084, p = 0.933).
The distribution of pass responses, however, in the control group represented a bimodal distribution, whereas the alcoholic group represented a unimodal distribution (Fig. 1b) .
Accuracy and reaction time
The behavioral performances are presented in Table 2 . There was no significant difference between the two groups in accuracy under certain conditions (F 1, 50 =2.972, p=0.091). ANOVA indicated a significant effect of run (F 1, 50 =9.034, p=0.004), with both groups demonstrating greater accuracy in "PASS run2." The group-by-run interaction was not significant (F 1, 50 =2.871, p=0.096). The accuracy of uncertain conditions was predetermined at 22.5 % regardless of the responses. There was no statistical difference between the two groups in missing responses (run1: t=−1.342, p=0.186; run2: t=−0.816, p=0.419). ANOVA revealed no overall difference between the two groups in reaction time (RT; F 1, 50 = 0.023, p = 0.880). Significant effects of run (F 1, 50 =44.798, p<0.001) and condition (F 1, 50 =180.352, p<0.001) were identified, where faster RTs occurred in "PASS run2" and conditions of certainty. A significant group-by-condition interaction (F 1, 50 =4.718, p=0.035) indicated that the alcoholic group had slower RT in certain conditions and faster RT in uncertain conditions than the control group.
Brain activations associated with uncertainty
In "NO-PASS run1," both groups demonstrated significant BOLD responses in the uncertain>certain contrast in the dACC, anterior insula, inferior frontal gyrus, and cerebellum (Fig. 2) . Between-group differences were observed in the frontal pole and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), which demonstrated stronger BOLD responses in the alcoholic group than the control group (Table 3) .
In "PASS run2," both groups demonstrated significant BOLD responses in the inferior frontal gyrus, inferior parietal lobule, and cerebellum (Cbll) in the uncertain>certain comparison. Between-group differences indicated stronger BOLD responses in the Cbll of the control group than the alcoholic group.
Functional connectivity of the dACC
In "NO-PASS run1," the control group demonstrated synchronized activity between the dACC and the left Cbll lobule VI (Fig. 3a) . By contrast, the dACC activity synchronized with activations in the DLPFC, premotor cortex, and supplementary motor area in the alcoholic group (Fig. 3b) .
In "PASS run 2," the control group demonstrated synchronized activity between the dACC and the left Cbll crus I/II. By contrast, the alcoholics showed greater synchrony than controls in dACC activity with activations in the premotor cortex, supplementary motor area, postcentralgyrus, precuneus, and the middle temporal gyrus (Table 4) .
Functional connectivity and behavioral responses
In the control group, stronger synchronous activity between the dACC and left Cbll crus I correlated with greater accuracy (rho=0.645, p<0.001) and faster reaction time (rho=−0.517, p=0.007) in certain conditions ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). By contrast, faster reaction time correlated with stronger synchronous activity between dACC and premotor cortex in the alcoholic group (rho=−0.488, p=0.011).
Nonplanning impulsiveness and behavioral responses
Nonplanning impulsiveness was significantly higher in the alcoholic group than in the healthy control group (t=3.317, p=0.002; Fig. 4a) ; however, there was no significant difference between the two groups in cognitive impulsiveness and motor impulsiveness. Within the control group, lower nonplanning impulsiveness correlated with greater accuracy (rho=−0.497, p=0.010) and faster reaction time (rho=0.461, p=0.018) in certain conditions and more pass responses in uncertain conditions (rho=−0.392, p=0.048).
Across the entire sample, lower nonplanning impulsiveness correlated with stronger synchronous activity between the dACC and left Cbll crus I (rho =−0.345, p = 0.012; Fig. 4b ), whereas greater nonplanning impulsiveness correlated with stronger synchronous activity between the dACC and right premotor cortex (rho=0.372, p=0.007). Within the alcoholic group, longer duration of abstinence correlated with stronger synchronous activity between the dACC and left Cbll crus I (rho=0.407, p=0.039).
Discussion
Our findings support the possibility that alcoholics recruited dACC-cortical circuitry to compensate for disrupted frontocerebellar circuitry. Despite comparable performance of the alcoholics and healthy controls under conditions of certainty, the inferred compensatory activity was ineffective Green activated only in the control group; red activated only in the alcoholic group; yellow activated in both groups. Statistical inferences were thresholded using an uncorrected p-value height threshold of 0.001 and k=20 as extent threshold for the whole brain in enabling alcoholics to plan and execute an effective strategy of using the pass option under uncertain, high-risk situations.
In contrast with the alcoholic group, the control group demonstrated strong synchronous activity between the dACC and Cbll and had lower nonplanning impulsiveness, which correlated with more pass responses in uncertain conditions. Impulsivity is a heterogeneous construct. Within the framework of the Barratt Impulsiveness Scale, three dissociable subtraits of impulsivity can be measured: cognitive (attentional) impulsiveness, motor impulsiveness, and nonplanning impulsiveness (Patton et al. 1995) . The response pattern observed during "PASS run 2" showed a lack of planning by the alcoholics, consistent with the nonplanning impulsivity subtrait. This lack of planning occurred despite experience with the "NO-PASS run 1," which provided experience to participants who were able to discern a plan for enhancing their percentage of correct responses when given the option to pass on ambiguous trials. Regarding the pass option, the healthy controls used one of two strategies: whether to use or not to use the pass option. Unlike the controls, Threshold was uncorrected p<0.001 (T max =3.26), k E >20 voxels for the whole brain. There were no supra-threshold clusters for control>alcoholic (run1) and control<alcoholic (run2) a Conjunction analyses were conducted b Regions in italicized letters are activations which were thresholded by family-wise error corrected p<0.05 most of the alcoholics did not favor one strategy over another but rather selected the PASS option randomly. We propose that non-planning impulsiveness might be a mediator between stronger dACC-cerebellum connectivity and more PASS responses (Fig. 5) , which proved to be a good strategy in controls. The anterior cingulate cortex is a key region of the planning network, which contributes to preparatory processes, including goal determination, target identification, and selection (Glover et al. 2012 ). In our study, greater functional connectivity between the dACC and the Cbll correlated with greater accuracy and faster reaction time in trials of high certainty and with more use of the pass option in uncertain trials, as evidenced in the controls. The alcoholics were successful in compensating for accuracy and reaction time under conditions of certainty but were unsuccessful in adjusting their current strategy to accommodate uncertain conditions. Taken together, these findings indicate that the compromised dACCcerebellar functional circuitry contributed to the alcoholics' impaired ability to plan and execute an effective behavioral strategy during run 2 when given the opportunity to choose pass.
Previous studies demonstrated that alcoholics with compromised corticocerebellar circuitry recruited additional brain areas while engaged in cognitive tasks to compensate for executive shortcomings ). Yet, in response to uncertain relative to certain trials, the alcoholics, unlike the controls, did not show greater activity in the cerebellum; rather, alcoholics demonstrated significant activity in the DLPFC. The DLPFC is part of the frontoparietal network, which is engaged in initiating and adapting control on a trialby-trial basis, whereas the ACC controls goal-directed behavior through the stable maintenance of task sets, that is, across trials (Dosenbach et al. 2007) . That the alcoholic group demonstrated normal behavioral performance under certain conditions suggests a compensatory role of the DLPFC and prefrontal motor activity for the impaired frontocerebellar circuit in alcoholics (Chanraud et al. 2013 ). Recruitment of dACC-premotor cortex circuitry, however, was not successful in enhancing performance in uncertain conditions as the alcoholics only randomly used the pass option.
The ACC, which is integrated with the medial prefrontal cortex, is implicated in generating a cluster of event-related Fig. 3 Between-group comparison of dACC functional connectivity. a The dACC-cerebellum functional connectivity was significantly stronger in the control group than in the alcoholic group (F 1, 50 =19.457; p<0.001). There was no significant effect of run on functional connectivity (F 1, 50 =0.299, p=0.587), and there was no significant interaction between run and group (F 1, 50 =0.068, p=0.795). b The dACC-premotor cortex functional connectivity was significantly stronger in the alcoholic group than in the control group (F 1, 50 =20.464, p<0.001). There was a significant effect of run on functional connectivity (F 1,50 =8.631, p= 0.005) but no significant interaction of run and group (F 1,50 =1.039, p= 0.313). Sidebars represent ±1 standard error brain potential responses, while individuals monitor behavioral and environmental consequence (van Noordt and Segalowitz 2012). Converging evidence suggests that these activity patterns during performance monitoring are influenced not only by the task context but also by individual differences, such as temperament, personality, and clinical symptomatology (van Noordt and Segalowitz 2012). Individuals with high nonplanning impulsiveness have more difficulty in complex mental activities involving detection of conflicts between response options and, therefore, avoid situations that require choosing between conflicting behavioral options (Kam et al. 2012) . Alcoholics who had higher levels of impulsivity showed smaller outcome-related positivity signals at the ACC and demonstrated risk-taking decisions during a gambling task (Kamarajan et al. 2010) . Taken together, it is feasible to link alcoholism with greater nonplanning Fig. 4 Non-planning impulsiveness. a Non-planning impulsiveness was significantly higher in the alcoholic group compared to the healthy control group; however, there was no significant difference between the two groups in cognitive impulsiveness and motor impulsiveness. Sidebars represent ±1 standard error). b Across the entire sample, lower non-planning impulsiveness correlated with stronger dACC-cerebellum functional connectivity (rho=−0.345, p=0.012). This correlation was neither significant within the alcoholic group (rho=−0.144, p=0.481) nor the control group (rho=−0.328, p=0.102) impulsiveness and executive dysfunction, such as attenuated learning of selecting advantageous options over disadvantageous ones (Moeller et al. 2007 ). This possibility is consistent with our findings that the alcoholics were rigid in incorporating outcomes without modifying the ongoing, now irrelevant, strategy (Lee et al. 2013 ), similar to the behavior observed under conditions eliciting proactive interference . Within the alcoholic group, longer duration of abstinence correlated with stronger synchronous activity between the dACC and cerebellum but did not with lower impulsiveness. Repeated cycles of alcohol intoxication and abstinence resulted in increased impulsivity (Irimia et al. 2013 ). On the other hand, high impulsivity has been found in families with alcoholism, suggesting a genetic link between alcoholism and impulsivity (Saunders et al. 2008; DeVito et al. 2013) . Therefore, the high impulsivity of our alcoholic group could be regarded both as a state consequence of chronic alcohol consumption and as an inherited trait temperament.
There are several limitations in this study. The control group demonstrated a bimodal distribution of pass responses and, therefore, could be divided into two groups: a high-pass group and a low-pass group. Although the group differences were more apparent in the high-pass group, the low-pass group also differed from the alcoholic groups in nonplanning impulsiveness and dACC functional connectivity ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ). Another limitation is that half of the alcoholic group reported a history of comorbid substance use in addition to alcohol, which might have confounded our findings; however, the correlation between longer duration of alcohol abstinence and stronger dACC connectivity implies that the effect of alcohol abuse was a main factor.
In summary, our findings show that the inability to plan and execute an effective strategy under uncertain, high-risk situations is linked to disrupted frontocerebellar circuitry in alcoholics. The persistent alcohol-seeking behavior, even when confronted with seriously negative adverse consequences, might be related to this impaired ability to switch from a predominant strategy and make use of available alternatives to make better choices.
